


Uniform
There are 10 non-negotiables for uniform, as follows:

- Top button done up
- Blenheim logo showing on tie
- Shirt tucked in
- A short haircut where the scalp can be seen through the 

hairline is not permitted /long hair tied back
- Skirts - burgundy band visible and logo showing
- No earphones/headphones
- Black polishable shoes
- No mobile phones to be seen during the school day
- No nail varnish or false eyelashes/nails
- One pair of small plain studs to be worn in the lobe of each 

ear



Hoodies
- Hoodies are not permitted and will be confiscated from students. They are not 

smart and do not compliment the high standard of dress expected at Blenheim.

- For clarification, a hoodie is a jacket made of jersey material and is not 
permitted to be worn either under or over blazers.

- Examples are shown below:



Coats
- Students are encouraged to bring in outdoor coats and jackets to wear at 

breaktimes.  Getting fresh air at breaktime is healthy and good for wellbeing. 

- Outdoor coats and jackets with a hood are permitted to be worn outside, but 
must be worn over blazers and hoods can only be put up when it is raining.  This 
is so that students can be easily identified. 



Hair
- Hair should be securely tied back at all times using a hair band. This is a Health and Safety 

prerequisite.  Significant injury can occur if hair sets alight (e.g. from a Bunsen burner) or 
gets ‘caught up’ around the site. Hair should be predominantly of a natural colour.  

- A hair band must be used. A hair clasp or claw clip is not allowed.  This is because on too 
many occasions students have used a clasp or clip inappropriately to only partially tie hair 
back and there have also been incidents where clasps or clips have been misplaced or lost 
leading to an unnecessary waste of staff time.  They are also not permitted in Physical 
Education or Dance lessons where a hairband must be used anyway.
Not Permitted: Permitted:



Socks and Tights
- Socks (long or short) should not be worn under or over tights.



Earrings
- One pair of small plain studs to be worn in the lobe of each ear.

- If students are wearing more than one pair of earrings, any earrings 
that are not studs, or earrings in any other place other than the lobe of 
the ear they will be confiscated. Excessive or inappropriate earings do 
not compliment the high standard of dress expected at Blenheim.

- Permitted:



Earrings – not permitted and will be confiscated 

Not a small plain stud Not a small plain stud

More than 1 earring Not a stud or in the lower earlobe

Not a small plain stud



Uniform
- Any infringement of uniform results in students receiving a uniform 

code as a minimum.

- 3 uniform codes throughout the year results in students receiving a 60 
minute Head of Year detention.

- 5 uniform codes throughout the year results in students being placed 
onto the watchlist for uniform. This will mean a 60 minute detention for 
every uniform code received.

- These sanctions are designed to prevent poor choices by students so 
that the school’s focus can be on the delivery of high quality Teaching 
and Learning. 


